N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT
MINUTES OF AUTHORITIES COORDINATION
COMMITTEE MEETING NUMBER 5

Date:

26 July 2017

Time:

12h30

Venue: Msikaba Conference Room, Wild
Coast Sun
No.
1.

Item
OPENING AND WELCOME

1.1

Opening
Mr Drew (NMA Effective Social Strategists) opened the meeting and welcomed attendees.
Refer to the attached attendance register for a list of attendees

1.2

Apologies
Apologies were given for Ms Kershaw (Department of Environmental Affairs - DEA), Mr Van der
Merwe (Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries - DAFF), Ms Makoa (South African
National Roads Agency SOC Ltd - SANRAL) and Mr Gabula (Eastern Cape Department of
Economic Development, Environmental Affairs and Tourism - DEDEAT).

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2.1

The agenda was adopted as a suitable guide for the proceedings of the meeting without any
amendments or additions.

3.

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

3.1

The minutes were adopted as a true reflection of the proceedings of the previous meeting
without any amendments or additions.

4.

MATTERS ARISING

4.1

Matters Arising from the Minutes of ACC Meeting No. 4 on 19 April 2017

4.1.1

There were no matters arising from the previous minutes.

5.

OTHER ISSUES / GENERAL

5.1

Mr Drew said Ms Somfongo (Eastern Cape Department of Cooperative Governance and
Traditional Affairs - CoGTA) sent him notes from the meeting of the provincial task team on the
N2 Wild Coast Toll Highway held on 14 June 2017. He said SANRAL and most of the provincial
authorities would have been at the meeting. He said one of the issues that came up was
providing assistance with the interaction with the traditional authorities and the difficulties being
experienced with them. He said he thinks this issue will be a work in progress and said the
provincial task team will know who to contact whenever assistance is required.
Ms Somfongo said that the issue regarding consultation with the traditional authorities has now
been resolved and she asked SANRAL to inform the provincial task team that this is the case
and not to raise issues that have already been resolved otherwise it will appear that CoGTA is
not doing anything.

Action

SANRAL

Mr Drew said if SANRAL encounter problems in their current discussions they can request
CoGTA to assist.
5.2

Mr Drew said another matter that was raised in the EMC meeting which could be coordinated by
the provincial task team, if it has not been taken on board already, is the whole issue around the
educational awareness of the traditional authorities and the broader community as well as the
municipalities in terms of the correct development procedures, controlling ribbon development,
etc. He said it is going to be an ongoing problem and the sooner the broader community
understands how the development process is being managed the easier it will be to control the
problem. He asked if the matter came up at the provincial task team meeting. He said he
believes it needs a coordinated approach across a number of departments, municipalities, etc.
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Mr Mclachlan (SANRAL) confirmed that the matter was definitely raised as one of the
challenges faced. He said it is an issue that needs to be dealt with on multiple platforms and is
also raised at stakeholder meetings between SANRAL and the traditional authorities.
Mr Drew said traditional authorities often believe the land belongs to them and advised that if
SANRAL are meeting any resistance with the traditional authorities, CoGTA can assist. He said
it is good that the provincial task team are now meeting regularly to assist in addressing some
of these problems.
5.3

Mr Fredericks (SLR Consulting) said the final Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report for
the first quarry was submitted to the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) at the end of April
2017. He said SLR / SANRAL are still awaiting the Environmental Authorisation from DMR. He
said SLR / SANRAL have not received any requests for additional information. He asked if DMR
could confirm that no additional information is required.
Ms Thompson (Department of Mineral Resources - DMR) said if DMR have not requested any
additional information thus far then no additional information would be required.

5.4

Ms Thompson said a key question is whether SANRAL have submitted the necessary financial
provision as this is currently causing delays for DMR on many applications. She said,
previously, DMR would accept a financial guarantee statement between two departments
according to the provisions in the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act (MPRDA)
but this no longer applies because DMR is now subject to the National Environmental
Management Act (NEMA) and there is no provision for a financial guarantee statement in
NEMA. She said DMR therefore requires money upfront in terms of the financial guarantee. She
said a new Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) needs to be drawn up between the Minister
of Mineral Resources and the Minister of Transport but until this is done SANRAL would need to
make the necessary financial provision in order to avoid any delays.
Mr Mclachlan said SANRAL is aware of the situation and it has been escalated to SANRAL’s
head office in Pretoria. He said SANRAL needs to find a way forward regarding the financial
provision required by DMR.
Mr Drew said SANRAL needs to adopt the quickest approach to expedite the authorisation for
the first quarry so that it does not delay the project. He said if the MoU is taking too long,
SANRAL must make sure that the financial guarantee is in place.

SANRAL

Mr Mphahlele said the previous MoU was signed at the level of the SANRAL Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) and DMR Director General (DG) at the time. He said SANRAL also informed the
Department of Transport (DoT) and National Treasury about the MoU. He said SANRAL is
aware that the DG for DMR is still new and will only look at the correspondence regarding the
new MoU when he has settled in. He said the unofficial comment that SANRAL received from
National Treasury was that guarantees paid from one department to another are in
contravention of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA).
5.5

Ms Thompson said the sooner SANRAL applies for environmental authorisations for borrow pits
and quarries the sooner they will be approved. She said it takes 197 days to get a basic
assessment approved and a hard rock quarry will take 300 days. She said SANRAL need to
keep these timeframes in mind for their planning. She said SANRAL cannot expect everything
to be finalised within three months of submitting their application because there is a huge
backlog at DMR. She advised SANRAL to submit their applications as soon as possible and
they will be considered. Ms Thompson said SANRAL’s applications are often prioritised but it is
still better to submit the applications in good time.

5.6

Ms Thompson said SANRAL have previously been allowed to apply for many borrow pits in one
application which is allowed in terms of the regulations in NEMA but DMR have found that
consultants have taken advantage of the situation because applications get submitted with up to
17 borrow pits in one application. She said it is a huge amount of work and DMR will in future
only allow a maximum of five borrow pits per application. She said other DMR regions only
allow one borrow pit per application. She said in her department borrow pit applications do not
form part of the statistics that are used to measure their work output. She said 40% of the
applications in the Eastern Cape are for borrow pits but when the statistics go to head office the
borrow pit applications are not recognised as part of their output statistics because a borrow pit
does not generate any money or create opportunities for Black Economic Empowerment (BEE).
She said there is a huge problem in the Eastern Cape department as they are spending a lot of
money and time on borrow pits and there are only three staff members. She said it is very
difficult to process 17 borrow pits in one application because each site in the application needs
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to be inspected and sometimes the distances between the various sites are very large. She said
in terms of Regulation 11, the Environmental Assessment Practitioner (EAP) is supposed to
request permission to apply for a combination of applications in one application and that is not
currently happening. She said an application might be returned if it includes multiple borrow pits
without the appropriate permission from DMR to do so.
Mr Mphahlele (SANRAL) said he thinks it will help to insist on pre-application meetings so that
the applicant and EAP can start on the right footing and submit an application that is correct the
first time. He said then there will be no further iterations due to wrong assumptions on the part
of the applicant / EAP. He said it may also help if DMR goes to the International Association for
Impact Assessment (IAIA) forum in the area and advises the chairperson to inform the members
about DMR’s preferences when it comes to the application process. He said it would not be fair
for applications to be returned to be redone if the applicant / EAP was not informed of DMR’s
expectations.
5.7

Ms Thompson said she had a question about the area on the site visit that looked like a quarry,
where the contractor had cut through the hard rock. She wanted to know why SANRAL would
cut through the hard rock section instead of going around if it is only going to be for the haul
road and not the N2. She said it seems like a huge amount of effort and money to cut through
the hard rock area.
Mr Mclachlan said the haul road follows the alignment of where the N2 carriageway is going to
be on this section. He said the cut was done on purpose in order to have fill material for other
areas. He also said the haul road cannot have curves that are too sharp for heavy vehicles to
manoeuvre.

5.8

Mr Paliso (DEDEAT) asked if DMR has ever turned down an application based on the
challenges Ms Thompson raised.
Mr Drew said that what Ms Thompson said is that DMR have changed their approach and they
are now going to start applying that approach. He said he does not think DMR have turned
down any applications yet but that is what they are going to do in future. He said DMR are
giving forewarning of what they will do going forwards.

5.9

Mr Drew said he just wanted to explain why the Authorities Coordination Committee (ACC) and
Environmental Monitoring Committee (EMC) meetings still take place separately when most of
the ACC members also attend the preceding EMC meeting. He said combining the EMC
meeting with the ACC meeting was debated previously but DEA and some of the other
members felt that the meetings should be kept separate because there will be issues, from time
to time, that the ACC will not want to discuss in front of the Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) or traditional authorities. He said the ACC meeting had been streamlined by inviting all
the ACC members to the preceding EMC meeting so that the presentations did not need to be
repeated at the ACC meetings. He said the ACC and EMC meetings will therefore continue in
their current format.

6.

WAY FORWARD AND CLOSURE

6.1

Mr Drew thanked members for their attendance and said the next meeting will be on
Wednesday 18 October 2017 and on Tuesday 17 October 2017 there will be a site visit to the
Mzamba section of the road. He said details of the site visit will be sent with the invitation. He
then closed the meeting.
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